Enjoy Playing Guitar: Tutor Books 1 and 2

The ultimate resource for beginner guitarists

◆ Clear, progressive, and carefully paced introduction to classical guitar playing
◆ Solos, duets, and trios in a variety of styles, including originals and arrangements of well-known tunes
◆ Perfect for one-to-one or group teaching
◆ CD of play-alongs for school performance or practising at home

Book 1: 978-0-19-337134-7
Book 2: 978-0-19-338140-7

www.oup.com/uk/music/enjoyguitar

Enjoy Playing Guitar: Time for Two

Duets for the developing guitarist

◆ Traditional tunes from across the globe—arrangements of orchestral works, popular hits, and new pieces
◆ Classic solo guitar repertoire arranged for two players
◆ Duets with parts of equal difficulty (Grades 1–3)
◆ CD includes separate recordings of the primo and secondo parts

978-0-19-339080-5

Available at all good music shops or direct from OUP — +44 (0)1536 452630, music.orders.uk@oup.com, or online
Enjoy Playing Guitar: Going Solo

25 progressive repertoire pieces for the early grades

- Original pieces and well-loved tunes in a wide range of styles (approx. Grades 1–3)
- Pieces arranged in order of difficulty
- Includes techniques such as harmonics, tambora, and the half barré
- Background and performance notes on each piece
- Ideal companion to Tutor Books 1 and 2

Enjoy Playing Guitar: Ensemble Games

34 workouts for guitar ensemble

- A complete ensemble resource for guitar teachers and groups
- 34 great pieces in a variety of styles including blues, tango, classical, and flamenco
- For beginner to intermediate players in up to five parts
- Brand new compositions and imaginative arrangements
- Activity notes on each piece to encourage creativity and improvisation
- Photocopiable pages for students

978-0-19-338635-8

www.oup.com/uk/music/enjoyguitar